CHAPTER ONE

C H A N G I N G FA C E
Interface • B P

It’s not the strongest of the species that survives nor
the most intelligent, but those most adaptive to change.
— Charles Darwin

Rather than resist change, Interface and BP chose to
lead the evolution within their industries. They translated
environmentally and socially responsible imperatives into
business-building opportunities, thus successfully transforming themselves from challenged multinationals into
model corporate citizens. Though their routes are unique,
the results of their values-led efforts are similar. Both became more efficient and enterprising. Both achieved sustainable leadership positions. Furthermore, both created
standards that continue to influence the global economy.
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On August 31, 19 9 4, Ray Anderson delivered a speech that
dramatically altered the course of his life and the fate of his
billion-dollar, publi c ly held company. As chairman and CEO of
In t er face, an Atlanta-based manu fac tu r er of carpets, textiles,
and architectural pro d u c ts pri ma ri ly for the commercial in t eriors market, Anderson had enj oyed in c r ea s ing success since
f ou n ding the company in 1973. In just twen ty-one years, he had
gro wn Interface from a niche player to an indus try lead er. He
now counted sales operations in 110 c ou n tries and 5,500 d e dicated employees among his company’s gr eatest assets. But just
weeks before Anderson’s speech, a few savvy custo m ers beg an to
ask tough questions about the company’s enviro n m ental poli c i e s.
Typically, the Interface sales team responded elegantly to
customer inquiries — particularly questions about performance, quality, and durability. But in seeking to respond to these
unexpected requests for a thorough explanation of the company’s environmental vision, the team was at a loss. “It was an
awkward question,” Anderson says. “Awkward, because we
couldn’t get beyond, ‘We obey the law; we comply.’” 1 So rather
than ignoring the inquiries and moving on to business as usual,
the president of Interface’s research arm decided to organize a
task force to evaluate the company’s worldwide environmental
stance. Anderson was asked to deliver his speech to kick off
the group’s first meeting. Feeling completely unprepared, he
reluctantly agreed. Anderson realized that he needed to educate himself on the issues that he and his company had so far
disregarded — and fast.
Not knowing where to start, Anderson picked up Paul
Hawken’s renowned book The Ecology of Commerce. Before long
he was floored: “The theory presented in that book hit me
like a spear in my chest. I would lie in bed at night reading
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passages to my wife, and we would both weep together out of
utter regret and the deepest sense of guilt.” Through Hawken’s
book, Anderson absorbed several awful truths: that the earth’s
biosphere is in a long-term decline, that such decline is rapid
and catastrophic, and that business and industry are largely
responsible for the mess. “My business was a culprit, and I was
a plunderer of the earth,” he recalls.
It was a defining moment for Anderson, who realized that
he could no longer run his company the same way. As he
absorbed the wider implications of the
unfortunate relationship between big
In twenty-one years we
b us iness and the biospher e , he saw the
hadn’t even thought about
what we were doing to the
world from a different perspective, one
earth. All we concerned
in which traditional capitalist tactics no
ourselves with was whether
longer seemed relevant. And so, on the
or not there was enough
day of his speech, Anderson presented
raw material available for
his environmental task force with this
our products.
new perspective and with a correspon— Ray Anderson
ding vision of an eco-friendly future for
Interface.
His message st unned ever yone — including himself.
Because of the disparity between his company’s present and
future course, the company had to be rad ically reinvented.
Sourcing, procurement, product development, marketing
processes, and research and development — all had to be
aligned with a new and unusual ly ambitious goal. Starting
immediately, Interface was to transform itself twice over —
from an industrial “evildoer” to an environmentally sustainable
company, and finally to an environmentally restorative company.
Eventually, Interface would be the first name in industrial
ecology worldwide, through action, not words.2
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To an audience of seventeen awe-inspired yet baffled task
force members, Anderson delivered this message with the
intensity of someone who had just undergone a religious conversion. His vehemence was unlike anything they had come to
expect from him. In the long run, Anderson’s new fervor, radically heightened objectives, progressive thinking, and the management decisions that followed proved to be some of the best
strategic moves the company had ever made.
At the time, In t er face was the fir s t
United
States–based in d us trial en t erp ri s e
Some of my employees
to take a comprehensive stand on envithought that it was a naive
ronmental issu e s. Th ough many manu facinspiration. Others wondered
whether I had gone aro u n d
turing companies talked about gr e en
the bend, so to speak. The
in i t i a t ive s, in reali ty the ma j o ri ty of th e ir
truth is, I had gone aro u n d
c l a i ms fe ll short. “Our competitors wer e
the bend to see what’s there!
d o ing zip,” Anderson recalls. “We were the
That’s my job.
first in our category to face these issu e s
— Ray Anderson
comprehensive ly. I don’t know of anyone
else who has taken a more aggr e s s ive
approach to solving enviro n m ental pro b l e ms th an we have.”
A n d erson rea lized that the company’s twen ty-one-y ear practice
of turning petrochemicals in to carp e ts that last ten years an d
th en spend up to twen ty th ous and years in lan dfills could neith er sus t a in the planet nor jibe wi th a gro wing swell of consu m er activism.
Today Interface owns the environmentally sustainable
flooring market. Its eco-friendly policies stimulated a steady
rise in market share, and the company is now the largest comm ercial carpet manu fac tu r er in the world. In the nine years since
Anderson’s speech, the company’s sustain able bus iness policies
have created new sources of revenue and allowed them to save
more th an $2 3 1 million in manu fac tu ring costs. In addition,
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Interface has been twice named as one of Fortune magazine’s
“100 Best Companies to Work For.” It has also been hailed as
“the most highly evolved big company in the country” and “the
corporation of the twenty-first century.”3
Anderson himself has achieved icon status, having been
described in the media as “the greenest CEO in America,”4 as
“a certified captain of industrial capitalism,” and as the kind of
“radical who makes the folks from Greenpeace look timid.” 5
He has received numerous awards and recognitions — including the National Academy of Science’s Mitchell Prize, the first
CEO recipient ever. To spur other industrial leaders into following his example, as of October 2003 Anderson had personally delivered more than 600 speeches on the topic of business
sustainability and has w ritten Mid-Course Correction, a book
outlining the first four years of his company’s transition.6
But perhaps Anderson’s greatest legacy lies in his company’s demonstration of “cyclic capitalism” — a form of
commerce that works to renew itself while at the same time
renewing rather than depleting its parent source, the earth.
The concept is straightforward: for the past one hundred years,
industrial capitalism has been uncompromisingly linear,
extracting raw materials and energy to make products and
packaging that generate vast quantities of waste.
Over the ne xt one hundred years, Anderson wants industries to increasingly conserve raw materials and energy while
recycling their own waste to feed the product cycle. Previously
a negative side effect of the industrial process, waste now has
the potential to become a viable profit maker for forwardthinking companies. Interface has many economists talking
because it is one of the first living models of how and why
cyclic capitalism works — and an even better example of what
it takes to make such a shift.
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OLD INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS

NEW INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS

Linear
Cyclical
Renewable
Extractive
Hydrogen driven
Fossil-fuel driven
Waste free
Wasteful
Focused on labor productivity Focused on resource productivity
Abusive
Benign
The references above are taken from Ray Anderson’s essay “Mindset.” As of
May 2004, this essay had not yet been published.

EXCERPTS FROM ANDERSON ’ S 1994 KICKOFF SPEECH

In the United States alone, some seventy thousand companies are already committed to some form of environmental commerce. We are in that group, but I do not
think we are doing enough. We have not scratched the
surface. We, and all businesses, have three issues to face:
(1) what we take from the earth, (2) what we make, and (3)
what we waste.
We must acknowledge the following: (1) We at Interface take oil from the earth in the form of nylon, latex,
bitumen, and energy. And we don’t put it back. We must
push the envelope until we no longer take from the earth.
(2) We make products that end up, at the end of their useful lives, in landfills, polluting the earth. We must push
the envelope until nothing we make ends up polluting the
earth. (3) We waste all along the way. Our industrial waste
is a pollutant. We must push the envelope until all our
waste is biodegradable and recyclable back into the food
chain.
I believe it is good business, and will be increasingly
so, to be stewards of the earth. Just as we know that quality doesn’t cost, it pays, we must get to the point where
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stewardship (conservation) doesn’t cost but pays. Our customers say they want it. Will they pay for it? We must see.
We must give them the opportunity to tell us yes or no.
It is a huge technological challenge. And a big management challenge too. The management challenge is
doable quickly, I believe. We can begin by benchmarking
among our own businesses. We can adopt best practices
everywhere. Then our best practices become better and
better, in Kaizen fashion.
We can focus our technological know-how — which is
considerable, especially in the chemistry area — on breaking down the problem and parceling it out among ourselves, our suppliers, and our would-be suppliers. We
have a lot of leverage, both with suppliers and would-be
suppliers, to get them to join the process.
So the bottom line today is: let us commit with this
kickoff to not just sit here, talking with each other, but to
doing something. Specifically, doing what? I don’t know.
You must tell me when you’re ready. I know you will figure
it out.
I’m reminded of what a NASA scientist told us at a
sales meeting years ago. President Kennedy’s mission for
NASA to put a man on the moon by 1969 turned out to be
flawed. It was too easy. After Apollo XII, NASA floundered,
looking for a suitable new mission. So let’s make our mission ambitious enough.
How about this for a mission: to convert Interface into
a restorative enterprise, worldwide. How about this for a
strategy: to reclaim, reuse, recycle, conserve, adopt, and
advance best practices. And how about this for a goal: to
achieve sustainability by ______. You must fill in the year.
In fact, feel free to take each of these, massage them,
develop them, then come back to me with your version of
each.
Thank you for this beginning. I know it will lead to
good things. All the best.
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CHANGING FA C E
Many companies find themselves in an awkward position,
stuck between their convictions and their actions, between
notions of what can be done, given their resources, and what
should be done, given their ideals. In most cases, the source of
this stagnancy is fear — of the unknown, of not meeting quarterly goals, of disrupting proven processes, of being ridiculed
by industry analysts. If you asked Ray Anderson, he would tell
you that the key to overcoming these kinds of fears is facing
the whole truth and that doing so can enable a full-fledged
corporate turnaround.
“Th ough they were very pa inful at times, our in t ernal di sc ussions yielded a totally new worldview,” Anderson rememb er s. “We rea lized not only that our old bus iness approach was
upside down, but also that most economists had it wrong to o.
The economy is a wh o lly owned su b s i di a ry of the enviro n m en t.
It’s not the oth er way arou n d.” By own ing up to the company’s
past infr actions and ac kn o wl e dg ing its role in a larger, in t err elated economic and enviro n m ental system, Anderson created a
psychological shift that galvanized his wo r kforce. “I remember
the wa t ershed moment,” Anderson says. “I was presen t ing my
vision to our Eu ro p ean contin gen c y, and many in the audience
were skeptical. Af t er the speech was over and the group di spersed, I found one of my Eu ro p ean man a gers sitting alone in
the audi to rium wi th a copy of my tr an s c ript in his hand. He
was clea r ly emotional. He looked up at me and said, ‘I’ve heard
this before, but I just want you to know that I get it now.’ I rea lized that the shared sense of distress over what we and companies like us had been doing would serve as the basis of ou r
tr an s f o rmation.” In s t ead of dwelling on the past, Anderson an d
his team became charged by it.
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A company’s su c c e s s ful rebirth in to true social responsibili ty req u ires rare lead er s h i p. A di s t inct combination of rational,
emotional, and moral in t e lligence is key.
If the CEO doesn’t fu lly “get it” in tuThe economy is utterly
itive ly, th en no one will. The ma gn i tu d e
dependent on the environment, and it is utter stupidity
of enviro n m ental or social consequences of
that we keep fouling the
the curr ent bus iness course must in s p ir e
source of our wealth. The
in him or her an urgency to respond.
environment is the goose
Turnarounds req u ire an auth entic spark
laying the golden egg, and
from the to p. But if the first step to ward
we’re ruining it.
corporate rebirth is revelation, the next
— Ray Anderson
crucial step is steadfast communication,
as the arduous task of convincing employees, shareholder s, cus to m er s, and su p p li ers follows. For
In t er face, this meant convincing each group to go about th in gs
in an en t ir e ly new way.

ISSUING PA RT I C I PAT I O N
Anderson made three key decisions that enabled his company
to move forward. First, to sell his vision to stakeholders, he
implemented a communications strategy that was akin to a
political campaign. “I took every available opportunity to talk
to people,” he says. “I did sales and factory meetings. I talked to
people individually. I addressed the supply chain directly, and I
gave keynote addresses at international events. I d id this for
nine years, and I’m still going.”
Knowing that with each audience he might face significant resistance, Anderson customized his messages, speaking
dir e c t ly to each group’s ambitions and misgivin gs. Anderson
approached each group incrementally — starting with employees,
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H O W A N D E R S O N G A I N E D S TA K E H O L D E R S U P P O RT

WINNING
EMPLOYEE
ADVOCACY

WINNING
SUPPLIER
ADVOCACY

WINNING
SHAREHOLDER
ADVOCACY

WINNING
CUSTOMER
ADVOCACY

“I started with a core group of seventeen
task force members and asked them to go
back into their businesses and figure out
ways to bring their teams closer to the
new goal of company-wide sustainability.
This transference of ownership from me to
them created great momentum. From
then on, every group I engaged with was
given the same charter — which gave rise
to innovation and in general enabled a
very sharp focus.”
“I spelled out the new vision, and then basically said, ‘Either come with us, or don’t.’
Luckily, their response was ‘Okay, help us
understand what you mean. We’re with you.’
In some cases, the outcome of our shared
commitment to sustainability has changed
the nature of their business as well as ours.”
“We [senior management] were hesitant
to talk to shareholders at first because we
weren’t sure how to approach the issue of
‘doing the right thing.’ Ultimately, we created an initiative called QUEST, where we
had a firm dollar metric to present as an
indicator of the value and cumulative savings we had achieved through sustainable
activities. That went down very well.”
“We had to establish a strong bond of
trust. We did this through a strict policy
of not foisting an inferior product onto
customers in the name of sustainability.
We were able to look customers in the eye
and say, ‘We need you to support our
effort, and we’ll never take advantage of
you in return.’ In addition, I gave a great
many public speeches that have lifted our
image in the eyes of the public.”
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then suppliers, then shareholders, and finally customers —
until he had built the necessary momentum and critical mass
of support.
Anderson’s second crucial decision was to pass ownership
of the sustainability strategy from himself, as the visionary, to
his audience, the implementers. He looked to employees, suppliers, shareholders, and even customers for t he necessary
ideas, solutions, and support rather than choosing a course of
action by himself and directing others to follow. “This was
key,” Anderson says, “because ever yone went back to their
respective businesses and just started agitating. And that’s
where you start. That’s how you do something, anything, to get
started.”
Anderson communicated the damage the company’s classic industrial model of “taking, making, and wasting” had done
as simply and directly as he could, while also leveraging Interface’s presence. “We are big enough to make a difference, especially when our entire supply chain is engaged,” he says. The
company relies on such industrial partners as DuPont, Exxon,
Solutia, Goodyear, and BASF to make its product cycle work,
and Anderson depended on them to recognize the business
potential associated with leading industry-wide shifts to more
progressive environmental policies.
Anderson also purposefully harnessed the purchasing
power of his customers. He understood that if he could convince them to follow along, Interface could dominate the
sus t a in able commercial in t eriors category — thus forcing competitors to follow suit and slowly changing the industry as a
whole. “Our cus to m ers are the largest corp o r a t i o n s, the biggest
hospitals, the largest government agencies, the finest universities, and the busiest airports in the world,” he writes. “These
fertile conditions just do not exist in very many corporations,
and that is why the ‘do’ factor is so low.”7
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The th ird crucial decision that Anderson made was to
invest heavily in team buildin g. An ongo ing series of
e m p l oyee training pro gr a ms, which are still under way, set
the stage for product and process innovations — the results
of which In t erface now takes to the bank. “We focused a
gr eat deal on letting go of old idea s, embrac ing ri sk, being
wi lling to take chan c e s, and lea rning that you can’t do it on
your own. Out of this, we became a more tightly knit company. The ef fect of our tr a in ing appro ach is that most everyone wi th in the company under s t ands what their role is.”
Al th ough Anderson admits that the vision still hasn’t comp l e t e ly pen e trated the company, he ad d s, “Today if you
picked someone off of the product line, they would most
likely start talking about sus t a in ab i lity.”

TAKING INCREMENTAL STEPS
Change at Interface began as more of a trickle up from below
than as a big surge from the top, as small innovations eventually led to larger, system-wide improvements. One of the first
ideas came from factory plant managers, several of w hom
began reusing rather than discarding
We focused on waste
their carpet trimmings. They ended up
reduction and redefined
preventing more tha n three million
quality as an absence of
pounds of practically indestr uctible,
waste in any form. Very
nonbiodegradable nylon carpet scrap
soon, this became the basis
from being sent to landfills — per facof everything we did. You
tory, per year.
could say that we ate the
Other Interface divisions began to
elephant one bite at a time.
tell
similar stories. For instance, in one
— Ray Anderson
of the company’s best innovations, the
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sales team decided to transform the way carpet was sold.
Instead of customers purchasing Interface carpet the usual
way — buying it, using it for ten years, and then throwing it
away — Interface would lease its carpet, enabling the company to take back its products at the end of their cycle, disassemble them, and remake them back into new products.
Another bright idea came from the product development
group. They resolved to remove one ounce of nylon per square
yard of carpet, which comprised about 4 percent of the average
Interface carpet’s total face weight, and see how the product
held up under performance tests. To the group’s delight, product quality remained the same, and so the change was implemented. “The reduction of an ounce of nylon per square yard
got to be a big thing,” Anderson says. “We discovered that by
doing so we saved enough energy upstream to power our factory for two years.” Innovations like these continued to unfold
across the company, giving rise to broadening policies and
eventually to a far more explicit strategy.
At Interface, sustainability didn’t just mean environmental
advocacy; it meant continual ly improv ing operational efficiency, thus improving shareholders’ return on investment and
enhancing long-term company health. To permanently hold
the company to this robust vision of sustainability, Anderson
implemented the Seven Fronts, a design model that addressed
every aspect of the company’s operations.
I N T E R FA C E ’S S E V E N F R O N T S

1. Eliminate waste. 2 . Generate no harmful emissions. 3 . Use
renewable energy sources. 4. Achieve closed-loop recycling.
5. Use resource-efficient transportation. 6. Engage and sensitize stakeholders. 7. Pioneer sustainable commerce.
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Through Seven Fronts, I nterface would waste less and
therefore spend less. It would consume less raw material,
and therefore carry less inventory. It would streamline production, and thus use less energy.8 In addition to improving the
company’s existing products and processes, the Seven Fronts
approach led to some considerable breakthroughs, including
the creation of new 100 percent recycled content product lines
and of nonrecycled pro d u c ts made for easy disassembly an d
even tual reuse, as well as the sou r c ing of revolutionary and enviro n m en t a lly sound materials such as polylactic acid (a new
fiber technology derived from corn) and hemp. Interface’s ecosensitive products ended up performing better in the marketplace and are still considered some of the most unique and
aesthetically pleasing in the industry.
Since implementing the Seven Fronts, Interface has relied
on the ideas behind cyclic capitalism to drive its sales and
profits. In general, the past eight years at Interface have shown
that increasing efficiency both bolsters social and environmental responsibility and delivers better value to customers and
shareholders. Yet the transition from a linear to a cyclic economic model has not been entirely smooth. The company did
experience a bump along the way when the industry lost
momentum and skeptics began to question the viability of a
truly sustainable industrial corporation.

FACING DIFFICULT TIMES
During the fourth quarter of 1998, two years after Interface initiated the Seven Fronts appr oach, the commercial interiors
industry turned soft. As customers woke up to the supposedly
dire technological implications of Y2K, corporate funds were
hastily reallocated to reconfiguring computer systems. Carpet
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was the last thing on anybody’s mind. “Y2K really sucked the
life out of our marketplace,” Anderson remembers. “Shortly
afterward there was a nice rally, but then came the dot-com
bust in 2000, and we’ve been operating in the worst environment our industry has faced in thirty years ever since. Financial performance has been miserable. Even though we have
come back, we are still way below our peak.”
I N T E R FA C E ’ S N E T S A L E S (I N T H O U S A N D S )

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

$923,509

$924,084

$1,058,846

$1,283,948

$1,228,239

Despite a th r e e-year dip in revenu e s, In t er face has taken
aggressive steps to become more productive and ef fi c i ent —
wi th out diminishing its focus on sustain ab i li ty. As the company
vehemently asserts to critics and shareholders in its an nu a l
r e p o rts, it is in fact now more productive and better poised to
take advantage of an immin ent economic and catego ry upswin g.
Re c ent signs point to a gro wth tr end for
the company, as sales improve m en ts have
Some people have asked
me, ‘If you had to do it all
su r faced for the past four quart ers in a
again, would you have
row. Its first-quart er 2004 earnings were
continued to pursue sustain$24 9 . 2 million, compared wi th $210.2 m i lability in light of declining
lion the previ ous year.
profit?’ My answer is, hell,
L o o king behind the nu m b ers is
yes! Sustainability has been
e s s ential to understanding the whole picour salvation. We have never
had one thought about
ture at Inter face — that is, how In t erturning back.
face’s Seven Fro n ts have affected overall
company health. In addition to the com— Ray Anderson
pany’s restructu ring and new marketing
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efforts, th ere are other en c ou r a g ing sign s. First, while the comm ercial in t eriors market as a whole has shru nk betwe en 25 an d
40 per c ent during the past three years, In t er face has gain e d
s i gn ifi c ant competitive advan t a ge and exp eri enced overall imp rove m en ts in several key areas of its bus in e s s. “What we can
offer, better th an any oth er company in the wo r l d, is modular
carpet,” Inter face’s curr ent CEO Daniel T. Hendrix wri t e s. “And
modular [a more cost and eco-ef fi c i ent carpet solution] is poised
to explode ac ross every market segm ent and around the globe.”9
In addition, while many competitors have rema ined low profile
over the past five years, In t er face has amplified its presence an d
seized untapped market opportunities. As a result, the company
has in c r eased over a ll market share. Finally, In t er face continu e s
to develop more ef fi c i en t ly and to yield higher margins owing to
i ts focus on sustainab i li ty. “We would be far worse off had we
not been following a sus t a inabili ty pa th,” Anderson says. “The
savin gs we’ve gained have been crucial, and the go o dwi ll in the
marketp l ace has won us bus iness we oth erwise might have lost.
From the top line th rough the bo t tom line we have ben efited,
while a nu m b er of our competitors have gone out of bus iness.”

NEW MEASURES
Interface has defined for the entire industrial world new
notions of sustainability, prosperity, and capitalism itself. “It’s
about processes, people, profits, products, and purpose — all
growing out of the proper respect for the environment, the
earth, and the people who live here,” Anderson says. Though
the company’s business approach continues to prog ress,
Anderson has stuck to his grand plan, which has allowed for
unprecedented achievements.
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ECO-METRICS
S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y- D R I V E N S AV I N G S

( CUMULATIVE,

IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS):

1998————87.0
1999———————124.0
2000———————————165.0
2001—————————————185.4
2002———————————————207.0
2003—————————————————231.0
T O TA L P E R C E N T O F N O N R E N E WA B L E C O N T E N T
I N R AW M AT E R I A L S U S E D:

1998———————————95.4
1999——————————-95.3
2000—————————94.7
2001————————93.9
2002——————————95.0
2003————————94.1
B T U S O F N O N R E N E WA B L E E N E R G Y U S E D T O M A K E
O N E YA R D O F C A R P E T ( I N T H O U S A N D S ) :

1998—————————————16.3
1999—————————————-16.9
2000————————————16.1
2001——————————-13.9
2002—————————-12.8
2003————————-11.7
O U N C E S O F N O N R E N E WA B L E YA R N C O N S U M E D
P E R S Q U A R E YA R D O F C A R P E T:

1998——————————————— 26.1
1999—————————————24.9
2000———————————-23.3
2001——————————21.5
2002——————————-21.6
2003——————————21.5
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Since 1996 Interface has
•

reduced its manufacturing costs by approximately 20
percent per dollar of sales;

•

reduced the volume of scrap materials sent to landfills
by 79 percent;10

•

reduced its carpet factory water consumption by 56
percent;

•

reduced its overall en er gy consumption by 31 percent;11

•

reduced its global greenhouse gas emissions by 29 percent;

•

reduced its petroleum-based raw materials consumption by 28 percent.12

For any challenge the company fac e s, or for any creative
brea k th rough the company wishes to make, In t er face looks to
nature for the solution. The evolution of the company’s processes, people, pro fi ts, pro d u c ts, and purpose follows the laws of
natural selection. Th e ir success resu l ts from continu a lly ada p ting to any given enviro n m en t. “We ’ ve had to redefine ourselves
many times over the years — th rough economic down turns,
indus try move m en ts, the bursting of the technology bubble, an d
the afterma th of September 11,” Hen drix says. “And we ’ ve ri s en
to the chall en ge every time, reinven t ing and relearn ing our bus iness, and always coming out the better for it. ”13
But far more significant than just improving itself, Interface has bettered the overall economy by challenging the mindset behind it. “Prosperity at the expense of the environment
is fake prosperity — worse than Enron’s or Worldcom’s,”
Anderson writes. “Or, to put it another way: What CEO, given
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a subsidiary that required a constant and continual infusion of
capital just to keep it going, would keep that subsidiary? None
that I know. Nature is a better manager than any CEO I know,
and capable of being far more ruthless if she needs to be.”14

ROUSING A GIANT
If Anderson’s task of transforming a challenged $1 billion manufacturing company into a model corporate citizen seems grueling, imagine redirecting a $179 billion empire in a politically
scrutinized industry notorious for causing environmental
degradation. This is precisely what Lord John Browne of
Madingley, British Petroleum PLC’s group chief executive, has
set out to do.
B ro wne, whose vision has helped BP grow from an oil company in to a global lead er in clean en er gy and eco-c o n s c i ous
business practices, has an unconventional personal history
compared with other CEOs. At sixteen he began serving BP
as an apprentice and gradually moved up through the ranks.
During his climb, he managed to earn degrees from Cambridge
University and Stanford University’s graduate School of Business. He finally took his post as group chie f executive in
1995. Three years later, Browne was knighted by the Queen of
England. Today he is regarded as one of Europe’s gutsiest and
most influential corporate leaders.
As head of BP, Bro wne has made several indus try-shakin g
statemen ts. The most dr a matic of these occurred in 1997 at his
a lma mater, Stanford Bus iness School. Before a cro wd of gr adu a t ing stu d en ts, fac u l ty, and journali s ts, Bro wne ac knowledged what oth er oil in d us try lead ers previous ly had refus e d
to talk about, let alone adm i t. Global warm ing, he said, was
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indeed a problem, and it was essential that companies take
precautionary mea sures to ad dress the long-t erm ri sks of climate chan ge .
While his proclamation came as a welcome su rp rise to
some, oth ers considered it noth ing short of blasphemous.
B ro wne had crossed political lines an d
broken wi th tr aditional petroleum in d usWhile some of our competitry ranks. He had forced competitive
tors were not convinced by
scientific arguments regardcompanies — most of which re-sisted the
ing climate change, others
i d ea of man dated li m i ts to gr e en h ouse gas
were. We crystallized an
emissions — to publi c ly defend an d
increasingly held view that
p ro ac t ive ly ad dress th e ir own enviro nprudent action was necessary.
m ental poli c i e s. Browne, in his restr a in e d
— Lord John Browne
and di gn ified way, downplays the initial
range of reaction: “Many people wer e
supportive, oth ers were under s t an dab ly skeptical, while a few
were antagonistic.”
Browne went on to announce that, in response to clear evidence of climate change, BP would work to reduce its CO 2
emissions to 10 percent below 1990 levels by 2010 and invest
heavily in renewable energy sources such as solar power. His
proposal was immediately hailed by the press as “a maverick
position in the oil industry,”15 “a break as stunning as that
which shook the tobacco industry,”16 and “the most positive
response [to the environment] by an oil company.”17
Some enviro n m entali s ts mocked BP’s stance, claiming
the new targe ts did not go far enough and thus “lack[ed]
enviro n m ental credibility.”18 At the same time, competito r s
asserted that “ef f o rts to limit the release of greenhouse gases
could sever e ly disrupt economies and later turn out to be
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unnecessary.”19 At an oil in d us try confer ence a few months
a f t er Bro wne’s speech, Senate Ma j o rity Lead er Trent Lott
joined in the bac klash, beli t t ling BP’s pledged focus on altern a t ive energy: “This is the hippies’ pro gram from the sevent i e s, and they’re still pus h ing this stuff.”20
To day BP continues to en c ou n t er critics at every turn.
Wi th its pro gr e s s ive proposals, the company serves as an easy
t a r get bo th of conserva t ives who resist change and of enviro nmentali s ts who suspect ulterior motives.
B ro wne doesn’t expect the company’s
Our progressive position
created an expectation that
detrac tors to pull back anytime soon. He
we will strive to achieve
does, however, recognize why the comconstant improvement, and
pany consisten t ly attr acts such opposiwe should not be surprised
tion: “Sometimes [critics test us] to gain
when people test this
r ea s su r ance that we are living up to our
resolve.
commitments, sometimes because th ere
— Lord John Browne
is misu n d er s t an ding, and sometimes bec a use they have seen opportunities th a t
did not occur to us. Occasionally, people make complaints
against us because we provide a platform and visibility for
their own campaigns.”
Despite this skepticism, BP leads the industry in policy,
practice, and performance. Since Browne presented the company’s 1997 environmental pledge, BP has met its 10 percent
CO2 reduction goal — nine years ahead of schedule. In addition, since Browne announced the company’s transition, BP’s
revenues have climbed from $109 billion to $179 billion, while
the company’s environmental efforts have directly generated
$650 million worth of value on a $20 million investment.21
Meanwhile, the company’s stock price has tripled, and BP has
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twice produced the largest quarterly profit reported by any
company in recent history. BP is now the world’s second
largest energy giant, the world’s second largest producer of
solar panels, and the world’s lead ing supplier of cleanerburning fuels.
However, as Browne willingly acknowledges, the company
still has far to go — as the shift from oil and natural gas and
renewable resources cannot possibly happen overnight . Like
In t er face, BP relies on petroleum resources, and thus the nature
of its bus iness creates neg a t ive ext ernalities. Every day, it dri lls
for oil in ecologically sen s i t ive area s. Last year, it released
80.5 million tons of CO2 in to the atmosphere. It also report e d
742 s e parate inciden ts of oil or chemical spills of at least one
b a rrel or more. Th en again, in addition to decrea s ing CO2
emissions by some 14.7 million tons since 1998, the frequency of
oil and chemical spills was 30 percent lower in 2002 than in
1999, indicating an improving trend. Also, like Interface, BP
continues to outshine its competition by voluntarily setting
ever more aggressive en vironmental and safety targets each
year and by consistently delivering on its promises. Whether
or not critics acknowledge it, BP, because of its actions and
influence on the industry as a whole, is a corporate leader in
environmental progress.
To discount the whole of a company’s achievements based
solely on its imperfections or on its history in an environmentally damaging business would be a grave mistake. During the
past six years, BP has presented us with powerful lessons on
how a company of enormous scale and influence can begin to
serve both the greater good and shareholder interests at the
same time. And this understanding is key to the evolution of
the corporate world.
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There is now an effective consensus among the world’s
leading scientists and serious and well-informed people
outside the scientific community that there is a discernable human influence on the climate, and a link between
the concentration of carbon dioxide and the increase in the
temperature. It would be unwise and potentially dangerous to ignore the mounting concern.
The time to consider policy dimensions of climate
change is not when the link between greenhouse gasses
and climate change is conclusively proven, but when the
possibility cannot be discounted and is taken seriously by
the society in which we are part.
We in BP have reached that point. It is an important
moment for us. A moment when analysis demonstrates
the need for action and solutions.
What we propose to do is substantial, real, and measurable. I believe it will make a difference. We’re taking
some specific steps to control our own emissions, to fund
continuing scientific research, to take initiatives for joint
implementation, to develop alternative fuels for the long
term, and to contribute to the public policy debate in
search of the wider global answers to the problem.
Nobody can do everything at once. Companies work
by prioritizing what they do. They take the easiest steps
first — picking the low-hanging fruit — and then they
move on to tackle the more difficult and complex problems. This is the natural business process.
Our method has been to focus on one item at a time,
to identify what can be delivered, to establish monitoring
processes and targets as part of our internal management
system, and to put in place an external confirmation of
delivery. In most cases the approach has meant that we’ve
been able to go well beyond the regulatory requirements.
No company can be really successful unless it is sustainable — unless it has the capacity to keep using its skills
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and to keep growing its business. Of course, that requires
a competitive financial performance. But it does require
something more, perhaps particularly in the oil industry.
To be sustainable, companies need a sustainable
world. That means a world where the environmental equilibrium is maintained but also a world whose population
can all enjoy the heat, light, and mobility which we take
for granted and which the oil industry helps to provide.
I don’t believe those are incompatible goals. Everything I’ve said today — all the actions we’re taking and will
take are directed at ensuring that they are not incompatible. There are no easy answers. No silver bullets. Just
steps in a journey which we should take together because
we all have a vital interest in finding the answers.

BP’S PATH TO GREENER PA S T U R E S
When environmentalists accuse BP of being split between two
motives, they are correct. BP’s environmental and social programs are equally driven by moral conviction and the desire for
profit. This is precisely why they have become so successful.
“Being green and progressive is not a separate attribute from
the other things that we do but is embedded in the way we run
our business. Our social and environmental programs allow us
to outperform the competition in the short, medium, and
longer term,” confirms Browne.
The folks at BP appro ach social and enviro n m ental initiat ives as if they were pro d u c ts, servi c e s, or any oth er cri t i c a l
s tr eam of bus in e s s. So rath er th an simply chan n e ling company
r e s ources to ward philan th ropy, BP designs its most pro m in en t
social and enviro n m ental initiatives around a specific bus in e s s
purpose. “We understand that we cannot be all th in gs to all
people,” Bro wne says. Af t er iden t ifying an unmet need, BP determ ines the vi ab i li ty and potential wo rth of its gr e en solutions:
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“As a sus t a in able lead er, we choose a pace of deve l o p m ent that
r e t a ins a lead, and we determine the bus iness value that this
p rovides, while not moving too far ahead of the in d us try, thus
l o s ing connectivity and simply becoming the exception.”
At least compared to the rest of the in d us try, BP cert a inly
has become the exception, since it continu a lly demonstrates the
value of improving its practices by choice rather th an by force of
regulation. Bro wne beli eves that for natural resource–d e p en d en t indus tries in pa r“We demonstrate leadership
ticular, positive ethical chan ge should be
by articulating what needs to
more a ma t t er of str a t egy th an complibe done, and by presenting
an c e: “This issue has to be seen in th e
the options that may exist
for meeting those needs. In
bro ad er context wi th in which we are all
creating these expectations,
running our businesses. Self-regulation
we gain broader competitive
has been gath ering steam for some time,
advantage — with enhanced
especially for safe ty and environmental
access to markets and
issu e s, and pa rt i c u l a r ly in Eu rope. Th er e
returns.”
is an increasing recognition of the li m i t a— Lord John Browne
tions of compli ance and regulation as th e
tool to man a ge these issu e s,” says Bro wne.
“Unf o rtunately, th ere were, and rema in, those who beli eve that
the only way a company’s environmental per f o rmance can be
i m p roved is by man dated compli ance. Our exp eri ence proves
that this is not the case.”
A voluntary appro ach to regulation has served BP in multiple
ways. In addition to diminishing the high cost of compliance
and lowering other operating expenses, it has also given them
a real competitive advan t a ge. For in s t ance, BP’s emissions gu i d elines exceeded Kyoto protocol standards well before other oil
and man ufacturing companies even ag reed to comply with
them. The company implemented an open reporting policy in
advance of the accounting scandals that rocked the American
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and international business world during the last few years. Its
clean-fuel solutions were launched prior to any legislative
requirements on fuel quality.
Guiding each social and en vironmental initiative is a
company-wide policy of “no accidents, no harm to people, and
no da ma ge to the enviro n m ent,” combined wi th a ri go rous,
strategic methodology, including four in c r e m ental stage s,
each of which the company has man a ged to reach relative ly
quickly.
Stage 1, which occurred before 1997, focused on compliance. The resulting defensive initiatives produced during this
B P’ S A P P R O A C H T O S U S TA I N A B L E P E R F O R M A N C E
BEYOND COMPLIANCE
Enhance reputation, build trust
with stakeholders, enact a global
framework. Facilitate access to
markets/customers. Reduce risk
from environmental/social issues.
Stay ahead of global trends.

DISTINCTIVE PERFORMANCE
Actively lead the debate on particular trends
and issues. Make a significant contribution to
shaping the agenda for business and society
in the future.

Sustainable
leadership
(STAGE 4)
Creating
opportunities
to grow
(STAGE 3)
Managing issues for
license to operate
(STAGE 2)
C O M P E T I T I V E A D VA N TA G E

Managing risks
for compliance
(STAGE 1)

Innovative new products and
markets. Drive revenue through
market redefinition. Create value
from emerging social and environmental trends.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
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stage were motivated mostly by regulation. This is where many
companies find themselves today. But BP has managed to move
into more strategically offensive terr itory. After achieving
compliance, BP aimed to manage complex operating issues, to
leverage competitive opportunities, and finally, to retain a
leadership position in business sustainability.
With its current focus on sustainable leadership, BP committed itself to a continual process of innovation. It managed
both to prescribe and to adapt future industry practices today
and to do so without hurting short-term profits. BP continually launches programs that demonstrate how a positive link
between social, environmental, and economic progress can
work.

BP’S BEST PRACTICES
Following its sustainable leadership strategy, BP has implemented a vast range of successful initiatives falling into one of
four categories: responsible operations, thriving communities,
sustainable mobility, and climate change.
Most striking is the fact that, in addition to serving a
greater purpose, each initiative essentially pays for itself. For
instance, BP’s open reporting policy promotes responsible corporate behavior and reduces the high cost of compliance. The
company’s House of P eace and Justice program supports
human rights and limits potential business risks associated
with the security of its workers and facilities in foreign countries. The BP Ultimate line of low-emission fuels improves air
quality while gathering market attention a nd producing
immediate revenues. And the company’s energy use policy limits greenhouse gas emissions and reduces costs.
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A CROSS-SECTION OF BP’S SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES

RESPONSIBLE
O P E R AT I O N S

THRIVING
COMMUNITIES

S U S TA I N A B L E
MOBILITY

C L I M AT E
CHANGE

• Open reporting policy enables transparency of
workforce safety records, business policies, operational procedures, and financial records.
• Facilitation payments policy inhibits BP from paying, soliciting, or accepting bribes in any form.
• Stakeholder engagement and location reporting
programs manage social, economic, and environmental impacts of BP’s operations in foreign
countries.
• House of Peace and Justice program engages with
foreign governments to proactively resolve tensions or disputes and to protect the human rights
of local communities affected by BP’s operations.
• Government Partnership program converts oil
and gas resources into billions in annual revenue—stimulating the economic and the social
development of nations.
• Social Investment program addresses urgent needs
of communities in which BP operates, improving local
infrastructure and increasing economic opportunity.
• New “BP Ultimate” product line provides betterperforming, less-polluting gasoline and diesel
alternatives in the U.S., the U.K., and Greece.
• Clean Cities program delivers an array of
unleaded, low- and zero-sulfur fuels in 110 cities
worldwide.
• System City initiative introduces more environmentally friendly and efficient lubricant and fuel
packages for bus fleets.
• Energy-use policy saves fuel and enables ongoing reductions in company’s greenhouse gas
emissions.
• Global Emissions Trading System reduces the
costs related to lowering company emissions.
• Natural gas development and promotion initiative seeks to replace oil and coal, thus lowering
global CO2 emissions.
• Investment in solar, wind, and hydrogen fuel cell
technologies drives the shift to renewable
resources.
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The programs cited in the above table reflect only a limited
range of the company’s total social and environmental activities. As part of its sustainable leadership initiative, BP is in
the process of piloting green projects in an array of countries,
in hopes of finding success models that can be replicated
company-wide and eventually industry-wide.
BP’s latest project in Malaysia, for example, called MATRO
(Membrane Application to Recover Olefins) has demonstrated
its potential value by using innovative technologies that
reduce the plant’s CO 2 emissions by 30 percent, while recycling hydrocarbons back into the production process, thereby
lowering materials costs for the company. Similarly, one of BP’s
successful projects in the Philippines has demonstrated that
using solar technology to supply isolated villages with clean
energy — thus al lowing for local irrigation, dri nking water,
lighting, and education, while driving the company’s renewables business — can be equally efficient and economically
vi able. BP also considers less-en ergy-s avvy nations a key gro wth
opportunity; its success in coal-dependent China has enabled
the beginnings of a natural gas infrastructure for the country,
while improving BP’s bottom line.
T H R E E K E Y S T O B P’ S S U C C E S S

1. A company-wide sense of ownership, mission, and
aspiration.
2. A company-wide focus on achievable material targets.
3. A positive correlation between social and environmental responsibility and profitability.

Browne notes that the company’s successful programs and
ensuing green transformation have been made possible by
three factors. The first is a shared sense of purpose: “Doing
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something positive for the global environment generated enormous enthusiasm and creativity,” he says.22 The second is the
company’s relentless focus on achievable results, since no initiative is launched before BP determines, with the help of those
responsible for the company’s operations, how feasibly material targets can be met. The third key to BP’s success has been
the company’s ability to cement the connection between
responsibility and profitability: “We have found that an action
focused on any one of the three measures of economic, social,
or environmental performance has positive bene fits on the
other two. So it’s not a matter of choice between economic or
environmental and social performance,” says Browne.

OPEN COMMUNICAT I O N
BP’s social and environmental programs are steps ahead of the
mainstream. They are strategically and operationally integrated, financially self-sustaining, and comprehensively monitored. The company also has demonstrated the value of
another missing link: effective communication. If stakeholders
do not understand the reasons for and nature of a company’s
responsible efforts, then the company will be less able to win
affinity and maximize potential rewards. Therefore, BP has
implemented a comprehensive communications campaign
designed to clarify its positions and to increase the visibility of
its green activities. The company is working to break through
to elusive groups, including nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), corporate and gover nmental partners, the press,
shareholders, and the wider public.
Rather than relying on “green-washing” and positive spin,
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the company’s current public relations crusade, targeted
primarily at NGOs and the press, seeks to clarify its standpoint and to offset the potential for misunderstanding. Chris
Mottershead, BP’s distinguished adviser on energy and environmental matters, explains the campaign’s crucial message:
“Underlying some of the specific criticism against us is a more
general belief that the world does not need to exploit any new
hydrocarbon resources. We do not believe this is a reasonable
position. Both oil and gas should be developed to fuel economic growth and social progress. Our position is that hydrocarbons can be produced without serious impact s on the
climate or increasingly on local air quality if modern technology is used. We
We can’t do everything at
believe that the single most important
once, but we can do somelever in avoiding serious climate change
thing to address your concerns. We can show, year by
is the growth of [natural] gas to displace
year, that the products we
coal.”
supply contribute to a proWith its emphasis on natural gas as
gressive improvement in air
the bri dge to us ing renewable resources,
quality — without denying
BP has launched an in t egrated bran d
people the freedom of
c a m pa i gn to convince the public that its
mobility.
posture is both progressive and authen— From www.bp.com
tic. BP’s new tagline, Beyond Pe troleum,
illus trates the company’s vision. “It is
meant to serve as a power ful signal that the fu ture will be dif ferent, and that while oil wi ll rema in the tr an s p o rt fuel of choice
for many decades, natural gas wi ll have a gro wing role in fu e lin g
c l ean power gen eration, and still more lies beyond this,” says
Bro wne. “Th ere is an increasing spectrum of en ergy sou r c e s, an d
as a company, we are committed to in c r ea s ing this ran ge, particularly as en ergy becomes clean er and less carbon in t en s ive.”
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A corr e s p o n ding global ad vertising campa i gn fu rth er leverages this position through an open, honest approach to revealing the company’s ambitions and achievements. It centers on
the paradox of consumer desires both for a cleaner environment and for the modern efficiencies that energy provides.
Each ad responds to the concerns of real people regarding
cleaner fuels, foreign oil dependency, and the need for alternative energy resources with a statement about the company’s
progress so far.
In addition, on their website, BP welcomes commentary
and criticism. This campaign, viewable at www.bp.com, aims
at revealing the hard truth. As Browne notes, winning everyone over is not the point. Rather, the emphasis is on instilling a
greater sense of empathy. If stakeholders understand that evolution is necessary in the energy industry and that BP must
change itself one small step at a time, then trust becomes more
achievable.

GREEN GROWTH
There is absolutely no question that, through its green efforts,
BP has become a much stronger company. If one removed the
green aspect from BP, then the company’s worth would be
greatly reduced. Today green and BP are inseparable concepts.
“BP is not about to diminish its focus on environmental, social,
or economic performance. We would no longer be BP if we
did,” says Browne.
BP has successfully translated its core values into policies
and actions that drive economic growth. Therefore, as opposed
to other companies whose socially responsible efforts have
been more recently implemented, barely communicated, and
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casually monitored, BP counts returns today. “These benefits
range from increases in profitability and improved volumes in
some markets to an ability to define our own schemes for
reducing the impact of our operations,
Good business is simply
rather than having them prescribed by
good business and will
regulators,” explains Browne. “There is
continue to deliver collective
also strong evidence that a green and
improvements to our
progressive brand has allowed us to
financial, social, and
access the highest-quality staff — parenvironmental performance.
ticularly young graduates.”
— Lord John Browne
Recent figures reported by the company reflect clear financial and operational advantages. Today BP is far more efficient and robust
than it was before its green efforts. To date, the company has
•

increased revenues by $95 billion between 1998 and
2002;23

•

achieved an annual solar business growth rate of 20
percent;

•

reduced CO2 emissions by 16.9 million tons since 1997;

•

reduced total air emissions by 23 percent since 1999;

•

saved $650 million in energy costs since 1997;

•

reported 30 percent fewer oil and chemical spill incidents than in 1999;

•

r e p o rted 94 p er c ent fe wer safe ty in c i d en ts th an in 198 7.

While these results are impressive in and of themselves,
their collective impact is far more significant. As a corporate
leader, Browne has a great deal riding on his shoulders because
of the company’s size. “Many people are dependent on our
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success,” he notes. Last year, BP returned $5 billion to its
shareholders and employed more than 115,000 people worldwide. It channeled $30 billion to 140,000 companies by procuring goods and services and returned another $48 billion in tax
dollars to governments across the globe. In conjunction with
its employees, the company also invested $97 million in community programs and charity organizations and contributed
more than 108,000 hours of volunteer time.
Perhaps the most notable aspect of BP’s infl u ence lies
wi th in the en er gy in d us try its e l f, since the company’s gr e en
actions have gen erated a mac roeconomic tidal wave. BP predicted the rise of the renewables era and has positioned its
r e s ources an d, as it tu rns out, the resources of oth ers ac c o r din gly. Since Bro wne’s 1997 declaration, the top en ergy companies
in the world — in c l u ding Exx o n Mobil, Royal Dutch/Sh e ll, an d
Ch evron Texaco — have invested millions in vari ous processes
in t ended to minimize waste and gr e en h ouse gas emissions. Over
the past five years, each of these companies has worked to in s t i ll
s tri c t er social policies reg a r ding hu man rights and safe ty and to
p roduce more tr an s pa r ent report ing of th e ir social and enviro nm ental impac ts. In addition, Sh e ll has en t ered in to the renewable en er gy market wi th consider able inve s t m en ts in solar an d
wind technologies. These oth er oil gian ts follow a gr e en er path
not simply because BP did it first, but because BP proved that it
was wo rthwhile.

PEARLS OF WISDOM
Today Interface and BP are strikingly different companies
than they were ten years ago. Anderson and Browne made
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conscious choices to transform their businesses from within,
and b oth organizations experienced pronounced change.
However, neither company was reborn overnight. What made
these corporate transformations so successful was the way the
change was implemented — gradually, tactically, and completely in line with shareholder interests. Another factor was
strong moral leadership, which served as a foundation for positive results.
Browne and Anderson are beacons for corporate leaders
who fear morally led change. To deny any company, no matter
how large, the chance to become more socially and environmentally responsible based on a belief that such progress is too
difficult, too expensive, or too risky is as irresponsible as it is
ignorant. The idea that social and environmental performance
must come at the expense of economic performance is an illusion. Only those who can see the strategic opportunities that
exist beyond this illusion will be able to seize future benefits
for their shareholders.
If Interface and BP prove anything, it is that integrity and
courage can revive corporations. Although very different in
style and approach, both Anderson and Browne embody these
critical traits. Though neither holds a perfect track record,
both are dedicated to improving their businesses and industries through responsible actions. Anderson encapsulates their
shared perspective: “At the end of the day, the role of business
is to generate prosperity and a better quality of life for everyone. So we should never operate at the expense of the earth or
societies or future generations.” Business success, it turns out,
is not a zero-sum game.
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W H AT A D V I C E C A N Y O U G I V E T O O T H E R S
WA N T I N G T O T U R N T H E I R B U S I N E S S E S A R O U N D?
R AY A N D E R S O N

LORD JOHN BROWNE

“It is up to you to challenge
the prevailing mind-set or
paradigm that underlies the
system. The current business mind-set is totally
flawed, which is why most
businesses are equally
flawed. We must recognize
that the earth’s resources
are not infinite and that all
company actions have an
impact on wider society
and future generations.
If enough of us acted
with this understanding,
then the world would
change for the better.
So before you make any
business decision, ask
yourself the question,
What would the consequences be if everybody
did it? Think big picture,
and then change one step
at a time.”

“Simply do the right thing.
As businesspeople, our key
role is to create wealth
both for shareholders and
for the wider societies
within which we operate.
This can only be achieved
by embedding a principle
of ‘no harm, no damage’
throughout every aspect of
business.
Corporate responsibility is not an afterthought or
a piece of public relations.
Today’s issues are too
transparent for that.
Ultimately, doing the right
thing creates opportunities, builds trust, and
creates commitment — all
of which enable the collective improvement of a
company’s financial,
social, and environmental
performance.”

